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P-II: Elizabethan Age and the Meta physicals
To build an understanding of the age ofRenalssinc`e and Reformation iri    ' -
Europe and its inpact on England in the field of literature, culture, politics
and economy

CO2. To create an understanding of the times of Queen Elizabeth I, the rise of
New Leaning and the factors that contributed to the popularity of drama

CO3.
To trace the arrival of blank verse and the sonnet form to England and their
extensive use at the hands ofMarlowe and Shakespeare and the well-
knorm sonncteers

CO4. To explore the popularity of the lyric and its use at the hands of great poets
like Edmund Spenser

cos. To comprehend the inportance and cultunl setting of a wedding song with
reference to Epithalamion

CO6. To look at the impact of the Reformation by analysing the religious poetry
of the age
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P-Ill: Seventeenth and Eighteenth-Century Literature

col. To be able to correlate the background and political events of the
Restoration period with the texts

CO2. Understand the historical context of plays and their appreciation in terms
of language, devices used, and form

co3. To be able to trace the development of the novel up to its present form

CO4. Understand Elegy and Pastoral Elegy and Milton's use of it in dycz.dcrs

cos. Comprehend the Mock-heroic form and its use by John Dryden

CO6. Interpret and explain poetic forms like Ode, its types, and its use by John
Dryden

P-IV: Pre-Romantic and Romantic Literature

col Understand the context of the age, the ushering of the Romantic era, and its
implications

CO2. Understand the historical context of the French Revolution and its impact

CO3.
Appreciate love of nature and inbibe that love within themselves to
become ecologically sensitive

CO4. To understand medievalism and comprehend the romantics' love for the
supematural

COS. To appreciate the development of essays and appreciate the
autobiQgraphical element in the essays of Lamb

CO6. To be able to compare and contrast the styles of Lamb and Hazlitt and
understand fully the genre of essay writing



P-VI: Nineteenth-Century Prose and Fiction

c0 I Introducethemtolin¢enturyliteranne(majortrends),franingthesocio-
historical context

C0 2 Enumerate the women novelists of the age and Jane Austen's place. They
should be able to analyse the gender issues taken up in Austen's works

C0 3
To be able to understand the reflections of contemporary society in novels
of Charles Dickens

C0 4 To be able to evaluate the way nature emerges as a character in human
lives through Hardy' s Tess a/ffoe D'Urbervz.//es

c0 5
To determine the role of science in civilizations and also be able to
assimilate the development of psychology and its impact on the literature
of the times
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P-VIII: Twentieth Century Prose and Fiction
To build an understanding of the 20th century and its impact on the
developments in the continent of Europe

CO2. To trace the development of Essays from Bacon up to the 20th century

co3. To explore the rise of the modem novel and how the riew culture and new
political upheavals suited the mode best

CO4.
To explore the development ofa new technique called the Stream of
Consciousness through works like 777e ffecrrf a/Darfroess and A4is.
Dalloway

cos. To look at the development ofa whole new genre of science fiction

CO6. To trace the development of the rise of the Feminist Movement and its
impact on Literature
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P-IX: American Literature

col. To  build  an  understanding  of the  socio-historical  context  of American
Literature

CO2. To analyse the works of the early writers: Whitman, Emerson, and ONeill
and how they reflected the American identity and sentiments of the times

cO3. To determine the characteristics of the poetry of Emily Dickinson

CO4. To understand the concepts of the American Dream and individualism  in
Fitzgerald's 77ze G7ieczf Gatsby

cos. To Explore Hawthome's 4 Scar/ef de/fer and themes of gendered morality
and Puritan perspectives

CO6.
Understand and analyse the thematic concerns and techniques like MemoryPlayof20thcenturyAmericanwritersandalsostudymajorAmericanpoets:

Cummings, Frost and Williams

P-X: Indian Literature in English

col.
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To understand the socio-historical context of Indian Literature in English

CO2.
Analysing the works of the early writers M. Madhusudan Dutt, Rabindranath
Tagore, and Naidu and how they reflect the Indian identity and sentiments
of the times

c03. To comprehend the issues of Indian feminism by exploring the works of
Kamala Das and Anita Desai

CO4. To Understand the thematic dimensions of Indian literature by evaluating
the works of Ezekiel and Ramanujan

cos.
To explore Kamad's r¢/e Dcmda and Anand's U#/a"chabJe, to understand
the Indian caste system and to trace concerned social movements and their
impact on community and individual

CO6.
To Understand and analyse how the struggle for freedom was inadvertently
interlinked  with  literature  and  how major political  leaders were  also the
representatives of the literature of the times
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P-XI: World Literature in English

col.   , To brnden the horizon by studying the literature of various countries
across the world

CO2. To study the classic texts of Sanskrit and Greek Literature

co3.
To trace the development of literature in Europe by reading other
contemporary texts and comparing how, over the due course of time,
literature and literary styles have evolved

CO4. To analyse the gender roles in different socio-cultural contexts

cos. To trace the rise of colonialism and how it shaped the literature of these
countries

col.

P-XII: Contemporary British Literature
Identifyandassesscriticallytheformaltechniquesusedinc~ontemporany
British poetry and fiction

CO2. To identify and evaluate trends in fiction and poetry over the period from
1900 to the present

cos. Recognise how the interpretation of texts is enhanced by knowledge of the
historical contexts informing the period from 1900 to the present

CO4.
Recognise and employ critical concepts and terms used in modem critical
studies such as formalism, postmodemism, postcolonialism, and gender
studies

cos.
Discourse on the impact ofmodem philosophy, ideas and art movements
like Existentialism, Expressionism, Impressionism, Marxism and
Absurdism

CO6.
To examine how women's texts pay attention to the historical and political
conditions of their times, to the status and condition of women and to how
they embody a politics of resistance


